I note that when this particular project was funded, we had not finalised our Factual roadmap. This
project was funded out of a joint fund with RNZ. Our funding strategy and strategic priorities informed
the criteria for assessing applications to that particular round. I have attached the following:
• RFP call for proposal (pg. 1 – pg. 2)
• MOU between NZ On Air & RNZ (pg. 3 – pg. 8)
• Additional questions the funding panel considered (pg. 9)
In particular, this project was funded as a ‘Signature Project’ as defined for the Joint Innovation Fund and
is a combination of factual and scripted material. The proposal is for humour and satire to be employed
to deliver civics education to a younger audience. A range of respected academics was consulted in the
development process and a variety of published resource materials was used in the research and
scripting phase.
I have also attached the requested information that we are able to release:
• Initial RFP proposal (pg. 10 – pg. 14)
• Short-listed applicants’ proposal (pg. 15 – pg. 48)
• Extract of minutes with recommendation of funding (pg. 49 – pg. 55)
• Letter informing producer of successful application (pg. 56 – pg. 57)
• Contract for project (pg. 58 – pg. 82)
• Producers reports for drawdown (pg. 83 – pg. 93)
The following redactions in these documents have been made:
• Contact details for natural persons under s9(2A) of the OIA 1982
• Budgets and commercially sensitive information under s9(2b) of the OIA
• Out of Scope information
We decline to release the following information under s9(2b) of the OIA
• Proposed and actual budgets
• Financial reporting
For your information, funding provided by NZ On Air for all successful projects is searchable on our
website. You can also sign up to receive our bi-monthly industry newsletter via our website.
You have the right to refer this response to the Ombudsman if you are dissatisfied with it. More
information on how to do this is here. NZ On Air proactively releases information in accordance with the
Government’s commitment to the Open Government Partnership National Action Plan. This includes
publishing responses to requests for information under the OIA. Please note that this response (with your
name removed) will be published on the NZ On Air website shortly and will remain on our website for 12
months.
Thank you for your interest in our work.
Yours sincerely

Clare Helm
HEAD OF CORPORATE SERVICES

Connecting and reflecting our nation

